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Figure 1: VRoxy is a robotic system intended to represent a VR user as a robotic proxy. While the VR user moves around
the confined room (Left), the user can navigate through different task spaces (shelf, monitor, or desk) and interact with the
collaborator on the other side (Right).

ABSTRACT
Recent research in robotic proxies has demonstrated that one can
automatically reproduce many non-verbal cues important in co-
located collaboration. However, they often require a symmetrical
hardware setup in each location. We present the VRoxy system,
designed to enable access to remote spaces through a robotic em-
bodiment, using a VR headset in a much smaller space, such as
a personal office. VRoxy maps small movements in VR space to
larger movements in the physical space of the robot, allowing the
user to navigate large physical spaces easily. Using VRoxy, the VR
user can quickly explore and navigate in a low-fidelity rendering
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of the remote space. Upon the robot’s arrival, the system uses the
feed of a 360 camera to support real-time interactions. The sys-
tem also facilitates various interaction modalities by rendering the
micro-mobility around shared spaces, head and facial animations,
and pointing gestures on the proxy. We demonstrate how our sys-
tem can accommodate mapping multiple physical locations onto
a unified virtual space. In a formative study, users could complete
a design decision task where they navigated and collaborated in a
complex 7.5m x 5m layout using a 3m x 2m VR space.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Collaborative design endeavors frequently necessitate intricate co-
ordination of nonverbal signals and collaboration patterns among
team members, particularly when engaging with physical artifacts.
In co-located design scenarios, physical closeness and non-verbal
communication facilitate rapid understanding of workspaces and
colleagues’ intentions [5, 9, 19].

To emulate this co-location experience within remote collabora-
tive design, researchers have investigated embodied robotic proxies
that convey a sense of physical co-presence by automatically map-
ping movements, such as head or body gestures [39, 48, 49]. By
eschewing traditional control interfaces [7, 23] (e.g., joystick or
keyboard), users can concentrate on primary tasks while maintain-
ing peripheral awareness of each other’s physical presence. These
systems are often constrained by their reliance on symmetric con-
figurations, necessitating similar hardware devices and a certain
amount of space for both local and remote users to collaborate
effectively. These constraints may present difficulties when, for
example, a remote designer operates from home without adequate
space or equipment to establish the same hardware arrangement.

Virtual reality (VR) can mitigate such limitations by offering
flexible rendering options and facilitating immersive remote expe-
riences. For instance, some systems for telepresence robots enable
VR users to navigate between rooms in a spacious environment
through a head-mounted display (HMD) [20, 25, 28]. However,
these VR systems typically demand explicit robot control via man-
ual inputs, such as controllers, which impose cognitive burdens
and divert focus from primary tasks [42]. Moreover, many of these
systems do not fully support important aspects of co-located in-
teractions such as facial expressions or micro-mobility [32], the
nuanced motions people use to signify attention or the collabora-
tive patterns observed around shared spaces such as tables [55] and
whiteboards [26].

In this paper, we present VRoxy, a controller-less, VR-controlled
robotic proxy devised to enable navigation through expansive en-
vironments from a much more compact space (Fig. 1). VRoxy maps
a VR user’s body positioning to the movement of a mobile robot
on the other side. The VR user can independently explore the 3D-
rendered remote space, regardless of the robot’s actions. When the
exploration is completed and the robotic proxy catches up with the
remote user’s position, the VR user can see a real-time 360 camera
feed. VRoxy can also deliver other interaction modalities during the
real-time feed, such as micro-mobility around shared spaces, head
movements, facial expressions, eye gaze, and pointing gestures. We
demonstrate a scenario where a VR user can navigate between a lab
space and an office through a hallway to cooperate with multiple
collaborators on different tasks. Additionally, we investigate the
potential of VRoxy for facilitating unique VR interface capabilities,
like instantaneously transitioning between two remote locations.
We demonstrate that VRoxy can adapt to both stationary and mo-
bile robotic proxies using a consumer-grade headset (Quest Pro).
We present preliminary user feedback results to demonstrate the
potential of our approach.
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Figure 2: Prior work on telepresence robots within the out-
lined design space. VRoxy supports asymmetric settings and
allow a wide spectrum of movement, from micro-mobility
to interactions across buildings.

2 RELATEDWORK
VRoxy is grounded on prior work in the field of remote collabora-
tion, telepresence robots, and VR systems for wide-area navigation.
Key references are mapped out in the design space, depicted in
Fig. 2. We provide an overview of significant literature from past
research and outline the unique aspects of our work.

2.1 Physical Task Collaboration
Buxton’s framework highlights the importance of integrating per-
son and task space [10] in facilitating remote collaboration. Refer-
ence space [9] where the person and task space overlap is essential
to support through pointing gestures, helping with sharing of de-
ictic reference [19]. Especially in physical tasks, rendering these
gestural cues improve collaboration dynamics as they establish
common ground and shorten verbal communication [27]. Some
work in the field of supporting physical tasks attempts to render
these missing gestures over task space through handheld devices
[17, 52] or an HMD [15, 50]. Other systems render shared space
in mixed reality. MiniMe flexibly presents a remote collaborator
over physical space [41]. Loki supports live instruction through
rendering shared space in point cloud [58]. They are designed for a
more or less fixed task space and require every participant to wear
a headset. In our work, due to the physical representation of a VR
user, collaborators in physical space have peripheral awareness of
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the space and do not have to wear any device. The targeted shared
workspace is also much larger.

2.2 Motion-controlled Robotic Proxies
Mobile robots such as ASTEROIDS [30] or Beam [7] offermobility in
a remote environment, but these telepresence robots require explicit
control using a joystick or keyboard which can demand relatively
high cognitive load [39, 42, 60]. The cognitive load introducedmight
distract from primary tasks [48, 49]. To afford automatic control,
some robotic proxies have been proposed to offer implicit control,
automatically mapping non-verbal cues to the robot. MeBot [2] is a
robot with limbs that tracks a user’s facial direction to control the
robot’s orientation but still requires users to use joysticks to ma-
nipulate the limbs. MMSpace [39] offers a fully motion-controlled
kinetic display controlled with head rotation, supporting smooth
face-to-face conversations around a table. RemoteCoDe [48] can
remap head rotation to a kinectic robot for a hands-on design task
for a more flexible workspace. These projects are designed to sup-
port collaborative tasks in a small setting, for example, around a
table. ReMotion [48] extends the approach further to accommodate
interactions in a more spacious room, reproducing body positioning
in the space. However, the main limitation of these auto-mapping
robot systems is their requirement of symmetrical environments in
which similar hardware devices and amount of physical space are
required in both locations. The design space on telepresece robots
is presented in Fig. 2. Our work explores a means to only require
a small area for collaboration in a much larger remote space by
automatically mapping a VR user’s movement to a robotic proxy.

2.3 VR Interface for Telepresence Robots
Existing work on VR interfaces for telepresence robots can be
broadly categorized into two types: those that use more traditional
input devices, such as joysticks or controllers, and those that map
body movements to robot actions. For instance, the Telesar VI
project enables users to control the posture of a slave robot using
their own torso and upper limb movements [54]. Other works have
explored adding social cues such as gaze direction or facial expres-
sions to enhance face-to-face communication and collaboration
[16, 47, 50]. However, these approaches are typically limited to
scenarios where the robot is fixed in one location, resulting in a
lack of mobility. In contrast, our work focuses on scenarios where
remote users must navigate an ample space independently without
being tethered to a fixed location, leveraging VR tracking.

Otherwork presents VR interfaces formobile telepresence robots,
affording mobility in a remote environment. For example, Sven et
al. use a headset to provide an immersive view while controlling
the robot through a desktop application [28]. Heshmat et al. explore
the use of a VR HMD to share outdoor activities with a 360 view of
the remote environment [20]. VROOMing system allows VR users
to navigate a remote environment by controlling a Beam robot
through joystick controllers while showing an overlay avatar on
the robot [25]. Although they allow a remote user to explore a
vast space, the user has to explicitly control the robot using input
devices such as a joystick or controller, which can increase their
mental load or divide their attention from their collaborative tasks.

Others have allowed walking movements to control the robot
implicitly. ‘Flying Head,’ introduced by Higuchi et al., allows a
user’s head movement captured by a VR HMD to control the yaw,
pitch, and altitude of a proxy UAV (quadcopter). Still, the design of
the robot system does not focus on articulating complex social cues
[21]. Controlling a walking humanoid using an omnidirectional
treadmill has been explored [14], but it induces motion sickness
due to the robot’s walking motion. Our work attempts to miti-
gate motion sickness while mapping motions to the mobile robot’s
movements in a larger environment.

2.4 VR Interfaces for Wide-Area Navigation
Here we describe the approaches towards navigating wide-area
virtual spaces enabled by VR interfaces upon which we design our
VR interface for navigating a wide environment.

2.4.1 NaturalWalking. Weemploywalking-based navigation, draw-
ing from the research by Sayyad et al. that compares natural walk-
ing with a typical ’point and click’ teleportation technique where
the users’ preferences favored that of the natural walking system
by a significant margin [51]. When we explore new places, we
subconsciously attempt to learn and remember the layout of our
surroundings [35]. This mental map serves as a tool to help us
understand our environment, and walking has been shown to en-
hance the formation of such cognitive maps [46]. Thus, we integrate
walking into our navigation interface.

2.4.2 Locomotion Techniques. To circumvent VR users from reach-
ing physical boundaries in their local environment (e.g., an office
space), locomotion techniques are often used. Redirected walking,
walking-in-place, and teleportation are common techniques used
to provide virtual paths for users to remain within the physical
space they occupy [6, 13, 24, 31, 51]. Unfortunately, the space redi-
rected walking requires is still relatively large for personal use, and
walking-in-place lacks spatial sensory feedback, therefore provid-
ing a less natural walking experience [53].

A potential compromise is the use of teleportation graphs users
can navigate towards. Once triggered, the selected teleportation
path can transport the user beyond the extent of their physical
environment [24, 29]. In our work, we design a similar interface
using some principles of teleportation graphs; except, our work
focuses on mapping the VR user’s movement to the physical robot
without the use of a controller, rather than solely considering the
navigation in a VR space.

3 VROXY DESIGN
In this section, we present the design of VRoxy, a VR system de-
signed to allow a VR user to seamlessly control a remote embodi-
ment robot in an expansive space much greater than the user’s local
space. In the following sections, we introduce the strategies and
techniques we adapted to our VRoxy design to accommodate in-
teractions on different scales, beginning with room-scale areas and
gradually extending to substantially larger areas that surpass the VR
user’s available space. Additionally, we examine VRoxy’s potential
to facilitate seamless transition across multiple buildings, transcend-
ing the capabilities of traditional co-located interactions [22].
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In co-located collaboration, participants can navigate expansive
environments, seamlessly transitioning between task areas within
a single room or across multiple rooms to initiate new tasks or
engage with different individuals. For example, in a university set-
ting, a professor may enter a spacious laboratory and see a student
working on a prototype on a workbench. The professor can then
approach the workbench to review the student’s prototype and
offer advice. Subsequently, the professor can take the student to
a shelf, considering potential components that could enhance the
project. They can move to a whiteboard to brainstorm ideas on in-
tegrating the selected component into the prototype. Once finished,
the professor can exit the lab, traverse a connecting hallway, and
enter another room to engage in a discussion with a fellow faculty
member.

Although such interactions have been facilitated in room-scale
settings with symmetric configurations (i.e., identical physical space
and hardware setups [49]), it is important to note that remote col-
laborators may have limited space, such as a standard office, that is
much smaller than the local environment at the other end of the
connection. Furthermore, preparing an identical environment with
multiple rooms and hallways connecting them would be imprac-
tical. As such, we aim to accommodate this asymmetric context,
enabling the remote user to effectively use their limited space to
explore a significantly larger area.

3.1 VR interface to control a Robotic Proxy
The new VR headsets such as the Quest Pro can capture rich infor-
mation about real-time non-verbal cues from VR users, including
spatial movement, head rotations, facial expressions, eye gaze, and
hand gestures. This greatly simplifies the tracking of the remote
user when compared to symmetric systems such as ReMotion [49].

Figure 3: Several examples of head rotation, facial expres-
sion, and eye gaze. The system replicates the VR user’s head
rotation through an articulated display and their facial ex-
pression & eye gaze through an avatar animation.

Here we will present how this information could be used to con-
trol a robotic embodiment equipped with omnidirectional wheels
similar to the one used in the ReMotion system.

3.1.1 Mapping Head and Face Animations through an Articulated
Display. As illustrated in Fig. 3, mapping head rotations provided
by the Quest Pro to physical movements can be achieved simply by
using an articulated display. This approach fosters joint attention
among collaborators [36, 49, 61]. VRoxy also uses face tracking
information provided by Quest Pro to render the face of the VR
user’s avatar on the articulated display, which is generated through
AvatarSDK [1]. We employ blend shape data to animate facial fea-
tures in real-time, enabling remote collaborators to better compre-
hend emotions during collaborative tasks or discussions [25, 48, 49].
Finally, we use eye tracking data to support eye gaze animation,
assisting users in establishing eye contact and discerning more
subtle cues about attention.

3.1.2 Mapping VR Movement to a Mobile Robot. We began with
the simplest setting: two similarly sized rooms in both the VR user’s
space and the remote environment. Our initial approach involved
a one-to-one movement mapping, where the mobile robot moves
in correspondence with the VR user’s movement while displaying
a live feed from a 360-degree camera (Ricoh Theta V) attached to
the mobile robot. This camera provides high-fidelity, real-time ren-
dering of the remote space [57]. This approach was unsuccessful
due to motion sickness induced by the unstable video feed from
the robot’s continuous movement. Even with a gimbal stabilizer
attached to the camera, the issue persisted, attributable to feed
latency and delay in orientation adjustments by the stabilizer. Ad-
ditionally, the user’s movements were limited to the robot’s speed,
thereby slowing the navigation process. We investigated alternative
navigation designs. For example, we showed image icons or text
labels for each task area over the 360 video feed, which a VR user
selects to move to the next position. However, this approach failed

Figure 4: Example of a 3D mesh of the lab captured using
Scaniverse, illustrating the environment for navigation.
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Figure 5: The virtual avatar is rendered in the navigation
view to represent a collaborator on the other side.

to provide spatial awareness due to abrupt visual transitions. Our
design exploration reinforced the need of quick and stable means
of space exploration. We decided to accomplish this by displaying
a 3D mesh of the space during large movement and switching to a
live feed from the camera when the robotic embodiment matches
the remote user’s position in the space.

The VRoxy system’s navigation view renders a pre-scanned 3D
model of the remote space as shown in Fig. 4, which is obtained
beforehand using a mesh captured by Scaniverse [38]. This ap-
proach ensures the maintenance of a consistent physical frame of
reference between the physical and virtual environments, allowing
collaborators to intuitively understand spatial relationships [9]. It
also liberates the user from the constraint of the robot’s speed. In
this navigation view, a VR user can physically walk around in the
shared space to explore the room. We selected a walking inter-
face over joystick control for navigation, as the latter can cause
motion sickness and hinder the use of hand gestures [8, 11, 12].
Moreover, physically walking around a virtual environment aids
users in developing spatial orientation and awareness [44, 51].

The issue with the pre-captured model is that it does not pro-
vide real-time updates on activities happening in the environment,
including information on the location of collaborators [26]. To en-
hance the VR user’s awareness of their collaborators’ location in a
shared space, VRoxy generates full-body avatars representing the
VR user within the navigation view as shown in Fig. 5. To track
the movements of individuals in a room, our system uses Kinect
Azure SDK and maps the movements from the physical space to the
virtual environment in the navigation view. This feature enables
the VR user to recognize the movements of the VR user within the
shared space promptly.

Once a VR user wants to engage with collaborators at a certain
task area, they can remain at the location in the navigation view.
The system returns to the live view once the robot reaches the exact
location. This enables an immersive perspective of the real-time
camera feed from the 360-degree camera from a new position in
the physical space. After completing live interactions at that loca-
tion, the VR user can simply turn around to enter the navigation
mode and begin navigating again to switch task areas, for instance,
from a shelf to a table. VRoxy offers this automatic transition be-
tween the two modes to facilitate smooth navigation and real-time
collaboration with the VR users.

3.1.3 Task Space through Camera Feed and Screen Sharing. Task
space [10] here refers to objects of interest within the shared space,
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Figure 6: The teleport area connected with a path and end-
point. When a VR user enters the cylindrical zone, the user
moves to the endpoint after a fade-in - fade-out effect.

for example, around a table, shelf, or computer screen. To achieve
smoother navigation, the system needs to ensure that real-time
updates of the task space are visible within the navigation view,
as the user waits for the robot to arrive at the targeted task areas.
VRoxy incorporates a real-time camera feed or shared screen within
the 3D models, such as on a virtual screen or table. This feature
allows users to observe the updated task space even before the live
view is activated.

3.2 Mapping between Area of Different Sizes
The design presented above cannot support a scenario in which a
VR user needs to access a large space but only has a small space
available to them. To accommodate the discrepancy in size, we de-
cided to provide a simple teleportation mechanism between areas
of interest in the target room. We begin by identifying an object of
interest, such as a table, shelf, or monitor. Then we use the robotic
embodiment tracking system to register the visual teleport path
and orientation of the endpoint in front of each area. To facilitate
navigation in such a wide space, the system must ensure that a VR
user consistently returns to a similar position each time they visit a
corresponding task area. The designer then manually adds telepor-
tation markers linking the different areas of interest with expected
paths in a manner that orients and positions the user, guiding them
to maintain consistent placements. VRoxy renders teleportation
areas on the ground, marked with a path and an endpoint, as shown
in Fig. 6. To use a teleportation link, the user needs to step into
the link before being teleported in VR space to the other side of
the link. In addition to its simplicity, the primary advantage of this
technique is its ability to sustain spatial orientation and relative
positioning. This enables a VR user to be in a specific space in their
room and simultaneously be in a matching task area within the
navigation interface. This feature is advantageous when a VR user
needs to add a physical requirement in their space (e.g., a chair for
a sitting arrangement or tracked VR keyboard). Whenever the VR
user moves to a new task area, the robot uses the registered robot
pose to control its movements, simulating the VR user’s intended
body positioning. As soon as the robot replicates the registered
position and orientation, the VR user can reaccess the immersive
live view to initiate interactions with their collaborators. To switch
to a different task area, a VR user can return to navigation mode
by turning around to resume navigation.
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Figure 7: Demonstrations of the mapping of a wide environment in VR within limited space. The system enables a VR user to
move around different task spaces in the room (A-C) and go to another room (D) via the hallway (E-F). While moving in VR, the
user consistently occupies the same location in the physical space for each task area.

3.2.1 Navigating through Multiple Rooms. With the interface in-
troduced above, VRoxy supports transitions between different task
spaces within a single room. Here we aim to extend the design
to accommodate multiple room settings. To demonstrate this, we
prepare a 3x2m VR user’s space, which is about a typical office size,
which we use to map to a spacious environment where there are
multiple rooms and a hallway connecting to these rooms. Using the
navigation technique (Section 3.2), Fig. 7 demonstrates that VRoxy
can allow a VR user to be at a certain location in the VR user’s
physical space for a corresponding task area.

3.3 Support for Micro-Mobility
In co-located collaboration, individuals employ subtle movements
as cues to indicate their focus to others, aiding in the coordination
of various collaborative coupling styles around a table [55] or a
whiteboard [26]. These minor adjustments, known as "micro-mo-
bility" [32], can enable the VR user to obtain a more detailed view
or shift their attention within a task area. For instance, when ex-
amining a shelf, collaborators can move side-by-side to closely in-
spect different sections. The techniques discussed thus far present
a limitation in their assumption that the robot will be at a fixed
position during an interaction at each task area. However, in real-
world situations, individuals often adjust their positions for optimal
access, such as moving closer to a display or shelf.

To support these subtle movements, VRoxy allows the VR user
to move around in the spherical rendering of the ‘live view’ at
each task area. When the amount of movement reaches a certain
threshold, the system uses this movement within the ‘live view’ to
control the robot’s movement (Fig. 8). As the robot applies small
adjustments, the live view temporarily pauses and transitions to
a grayscale image to assist the VR user in understanding that the
view is not updated due to latency, and a new view will be provided
shortly. Pausing the 360 videos while moving or slowing down
navigation mitigates motion sickness. Once the robot aligns its
position with the VR user’s position, it stops moving and provides

a stable, immersive live view of the local space. To avoid triggering
teleportation to the next point by mistake, we disabled the teleport
links in cases of the user not facing them (with adjustable sensitiv-
ity). This approach allows VRoxy to help the VR user examine task
areas more closely or initiate discussions by altering their proximity
to surrounding objects or collaborators.

Send the position

Resume a 360 video

VR user
moves to left

Robot
moves to left

Pause a 360 video

Send the position

Resume a 360 video

VR user
moves to left

Robot
moves to left

Pause a 360 video

Send the position

Resume a 360 video

VR user
moves to left

Robot
moves to left

Pause a 360 video
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Figure 8: Demonstrations of the support for micro-mobility.
When the VR user moves, the video feed is stopped in black
and white while the robot updates its position. The video
resumes once the robot is at the target position.
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tilt

pan

Figure 9: The pointing gesture is captured by the Quest Pro and rendered through the 2DoF point arm attached to the robotic
proxy (Left). The pointing position is visualized as a red point on the 360 view for the VR user (Middle). Using the pointing
position and the reference position of the pointing arm, we calculate the pan and tilt angles to control the pointing arm (Right).

3.4 Rendering Pointing Gesture
x In the live view mode, VRoxy physically renders the gesture
through a 2DoF pointing arm as shown in Fig. 9. The position of
the arm is computed using the information provided by the Oculus
SDK’s hand tracking API. After a pointing gesture is detected, we
cast a ray from a pointing fingertip onto the 360 video sphere to
obtain a pointing position. We compute the pan and tilt angles
from the reference of our pointing device (see Fig. 9 Right). As the
VR user points, the red point is visualized as the pointing spot on
the panorama image to instantly inform the user where they are
pointing at.

3.5 Beyond Being There: Switching between
Multiple Buildings

To demonstrate the flexibility of our approach, we present how the
system could be used to accommodate movements across buildings,
going beyond simulating co-located interactions [22]. This explo-
ration also leverages the concept of the re-embodiment [34], using
VRoxy to enable VR users to move their social presence from one
robotic proxy to another in distant locations.

3.5.1 Rendering of Complex Head Movements. As we implemented
our system, we realized that the VR headset’s tracking informa-
tion presented the potential to render more complex head move-
ment beyond what the pan-tilt display offered [48, 49]. Intrigued

Spherical Parallel
Manipulator

Jibo-like
Mechanism

Figure 10: The robotic proxy for a stationary setting designed
with a Jibo-like mechanism for leaning-over motion and a
spherical parallel manipulator for realistic head rotation.

by this capability, we decided to design a new articulation system
for head movement. Our system combined a 3-joints system to
render leaning-over motions with a spherical parallel manipulator
for more accurate head rotation. A potential design of a robotic
proxy tailored to accommodate tasks around a table is shown in
Fig. 10. Although we are presenting a desktop model, the same
schematic can be adapted for our mobile robot.

Leaning-Over Motion. Around a desk, people either look at each
other or at artifacts. It is often the case that they lean over [18] to
work closely on the artifact. To render the notion of leaning over,
we implemented a kinematic chain similar to the Jibo system [43]
as shown Fig. 10 as it can deliver smooth motion.

Precise Head Motion. In a traditional articulated display used
for telepresence systems [2, 39, 48, 49], the points of actuation are
typically distributed across multiple joints. This can introduce chal-
lenges in reproducing head-like animation. In contrast, a spherical
parallel manipulator results in a more centralized point of actua-
tion and smooth animation, as demonstrated by Pollen Robotics’
Orbita [45]. Thus, we used the Open Source version of this design
as our screen actuator to render a realistic animation of 3DoF head
rotation. The display and its actuator are mounted on top of the
leaning platform as shown Fig. 10.

3.5.2 Designing Movement Mapping Across Multiple Robots. To
demonstrate the potential for a multiple-buildings scenario, we
position the robot described above in an office situated in a differ-
ent building 0.2 miles away from the building containing the lab
space demonstrated in Section 3.2.1. In their VR space, the VR user
sees a remote office in another building beyond a blue boundary,
indicating that the office is separate from their current space. Uti-
lizing the same navigation interface, the user can instantly move
to the office using the teleport link. At that moment, to indicate
that the user is leaving their social presence from the robot, the
robot automatically returns to the hallway for parking. Upon the
user’s entry into the room, the other robot placed on a desk in
the office indicates this re-embodiment by rotating the articulated
display to face the collaborator in the office. The VR user can sit
in a chair located in their local space (See Fig. 11). Owing to the
fixed physical mapping of VRoxy for navigation, the user can con-
sistently return to the same position and sit in the physical chair
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Figure 11: Demonstrations of switching between robotic proxies across multiple buildings. Using VRoxy, the VR user can
navigate from the lab space in Building B to the office in Building Awhere the fixed robot is located tomeet another collaborator.
On the other side, the mobile robot in Building B starts parking to indicate the leave, and the stationary robot in Building A
turns the body to face the collaborator to signify the re-embodiment.

whenever they re-enter the office. The VR user can view the real-
time feed from another 360-degree camera in the office and lean
over to closely examine a breadboard, while the robot recreates
this action through articulated animations. This demonstrates the
VR user’s ability to switch between environments, as the system
automatically alternates between the two embodiment systems on
the other end.

3.6 Implementation
We used the Unity engine for the VR interface and robotic em-
bodiment control and rendering. We distributed processing and
connected multiple client applications using Mirror Networking for

Figure 12: The overview of VRoxy software architecture

Unity. To achieve low latency and high framerate in video stream-
ing, we implemented aWebRTC sender/receiver using Unity Render
Streaming [56]. Both blend shape data for facial expressions and eye
gaze direction are provided by Quest Pro through the Movement
SDK. We used Luos [33] as an interface between a Unity client and
the Orbita [45] parallel spherical actuator used in the articulated
head demonstrated in Section 3.1.1. Fig. 12 shows an overview of
the software architecture of the VRoxy system.

3.6.1 Hardware. We used a similar set of hardware devices to the
mobile robotic embodiment used in ReMotion [49]. To track the
robot, we placed multiple ArUco boards on the ceiling of multiple
rooms and (simulated) corridors. Note that there could be significant
gaps in coverage as we used a wide-angle lens for tracking and the
robot could tolerate a small amount of dead reckoning to move from
one tracked area to the next. We placed a Kinect Azure camera in a
corner of the large lab space for tracking a remote collaborator’s
body in the shared environment.

4 VISITING A LAB USING VROXY
To showcase the capabilities of VRoxy, we simulated a collaborative
scenario where a collaborator remotely visits two adjacent labs
using the system.

Fig. 13 illustrates a typical sequence of interactions employing
VRoxy for remote collaboration in an extensive environment. Ini-
tially, a VR user greets a remote collaborator in the hallway (1). The
remote VR user is able to engage in face-to-face communication
through a live view. The VR user then enters a lab space, with the
VR user following the navigation interface using a few simple steps.
On the other end, the robot replicates these movements, entering
the room to signify the VR user’s position. The VR user recognizes
the remote collaborator’s location near a shelf via a rendered ani-
mated avatar in a 3D virtual space and approaches that spot for a
discussion (2). The local participant can see the robot approaching
to interact with them. Once the robot arrives, the VR user is pre-
sented with an immersive, real-time video feed (3). The VR user can
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Figure 13: Demonstrations of navigating and completing collaborative design tasks using VRoxy. The VR user employs the blue
teleport graphs on the ground to traverse a greater distance in the remote environment than in the local physical space. The
user switches to a magnified view of objects or areas of interest (3, 5, 7, 10). The robot traverses the hallway to a different room
in the same laboratory (9).

then point to one of the filaments on the shelf to indicate his pref-
erence within the live view, and the remote collaborator can pick it
up, discerning the intended reference through the arm’s pointing
gesture. The VR user can make a small side-by-side movement to
have a new view of the shelf from a different angle that becomes
available after the robot adjusts its position. The collaborators now
move to the monitor to discuss which 3D model to print on a 3D
printer (4, 5). Then they go to the 3D printer placed at a table to do
some printing tasks using non-verbal cues and gestures rendered
through the articulated display and the pointing arm (6, 7). As the
VR user completes the task with the collaborator, the VR user says
goodbye to the collaborator and exits the lab space, then visits a
smaller office through the hallway to initiate a discussion with the
other collaborator on a prototype project (8). The robot executes
these transitions for the VR user. While the robot moves into the
room, the VR user can observe the real-time rendering of a task
camera showing a breadboard and a shared screen with a circuit
diagram and firmware programming to prepare for a discussion
with the collaborator (9). Upon the robot’s arrival, the VR user can
point to a specific part for discussion while being able to have a
face-to-face discussion.

5 FORMATIVE EVALUATION
We conducted a formative study to evaluate VRoxy’s capability of
enabling users to remotely navigate spacious environments within
limited space and interact with remote collaborators, using the
similar scenario demonstrated in Section 4. To investigate whether
participants were aware of the spatial relationships of the remote
space through VRoxy, we did not show the actual space until the
end of the survey.

We recruited 6 participants (2 male, 4 female), ranging in age
from 22 to 32 years old, from our institution, all of whom were
compensated with $15. All participants had prior experience using
videoconferencing tools such as Zoom, and only two had used VR
headsets for remote communication before.

5.1 Procedure
In the task, participants put on the Quest Pro and explored the
remote space (7.5m x 5m) in VR, while physically moving around
their room (3m x 2m). The remote space featured two rooms of
varying sizes and several task spaces. The task required participants
to communicate with the instructor to observe how to operate a 3D
printer. The instructor also moved around spaces and guided them
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in visiting multiple task areas by interacting with the robotic proxy.
Prior to the task, participants had a training session of 15 minutes,
which included watching demo videos of VRoxy and practicing
navigation. During the training session, we presented pre-recorded
mobile robot footage, avoiding any exposure to the room to pre-
vent prior familiarity and evaluate the ability to create the proper
conceptual model of the space after a task. A fisheye camera was
attached to the ceiling and captured the position of participants as
they put on the VR headset and moved to task spaces in VR.

After completing the task, participants were asked to fill out
opened-ended questionnaires to provide their opinion about the
usefulness of the various features of VRoxy. Afterward, the instruc-
tor requested to draw a simple map of the space where they had
explored through VRoxy approximately 10 minutes prior. Finally,
we conducted semi-structured interviews with participants to gain
more insight into the effectiveness of the system.

5.2 Results
During the user study, the physical positions of VR users in different
task spaces were recorded to show how the navigation system
worked. We report the drawing results of the participants to show
how users perceive the remote space in VR. Lastly, we summarize
the answers to the open-ended questions and interviews.

5.2.1 The physical position of VR user. Based on the recorded
videos, we found the consistent physical location of VR users at
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Figure 14: Selected drawings from participants reporting how
they perceive the remote space after the study. They were
clustered according to the consistency of the participants’
depictions with the actual layout.

each task area, demonstrating the technique of mapping between
asymmetric spaces.

5.2.2 Drawings of VR user. Overall, all participants demonstrated
an understanding of the spatial relationships of several task areas
and accurately remembered the room configurations (See Fig. 14).
However, a few participants (P2, P5) could not understand the spa-
tial relationship between the two rooms and excluded the hallway.
One potential reason could be that the hallway was long but the
user had to teleport from one end of the hallway to another end
immediately so they might have not been able to reliably gauge the
physical distance in the actual environment.

5.2.3 Qualitative Feedback. With respect to the navigation view,
some participants noted that the VR environment in the navigation
view was similar to the live view, allowing for easy navigation
through the space (P4) and not distracting them in transition (P6).
Additionally, one participant (P3) argued that the presence of the
avatar was enough to help them understand where the person
was in the remote space. Yet P1 mentioned that it decreased their
feelings of co-presence because "my collaborator will turn into a
blue avatar in navigation mode". It suggests that a full-body avatar
that looks like an actual user would increase their feeling of being
together. We tested a higher fidelity avatar created with AvatarSDK
[1] to substitute the abstract blue avatar, but we noted that it can be
socially awkward without facial expressions and requires creating
an avatar for every participant in advance.

With respect to the live view, several participants mentioned
that using the live feed allowed them to easily understand where
the collaborator was (P4) and to see the whole body including the
nonverbal cues (P6). Yet P5 reported experiencing discontinuity of
communication due to the paused video during the micro-mobility.
Some participants reported feeling distracted when transiting from
the live view to the navigation view unintentionally, for example,
by turning their head back (P1, P2). We offer a few suggestions on
improving VRoxy’s transition feature in Section 6.1.

As with our space compression feature, participants (P3, P4, P6)
commented they could easily move in the remote space due to the
walking interfaces. However, P1 stated the joystick would be more
convenient in navigating a virtual environment. Nevertheless, the
same participant (P1) also noted, "it definitely reduces the possibility
of motion sickness.", which was the issue in the previous work using
joysticks [25]. P2 commented that they found that the subtle move-
ment provided the ability to easily move around each task area; "I
was able to make small adjustments to the robot position easily."

It is noteworthy that even though our participants knew that the
robot would represent themselves in the remote space, they were
not much mindful of a robot representing them on the other side.
P3 stated: "I did not even remember it"; and P6 commented "I was so
focused on myself barely thought of being a robot on the other side."
Nevertheless the waiting time for the robot in the navigation view
was still a problem: P4 told us "I kept thinking of whether my robot
reached the spot that I’m at in the VR space." and P6 said that "(the
waiting time) might be a little long."

This is of course encouraging but it is important to note this was
a formative study and that we did not directly evaluate the remote
collaborators interacting with robots. Our focus was on the VR
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user’s experience. Further research is needed to fully understand
the impact of this system of representation on remote collaboration.

6 DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK
6.1 Blending Navigation and Live View
VRoxy combines two types of view modes for navigation and real-
time interactions, as previously explored [57]. However, as com-
mented by participants, this led to some inconsistency between
these two view modes. While we implemented a fade-in-fade-out
transition for blending views, there is room to explore other blend-
ing techniques, such as panoramic stitching and blending employed
by Google Street View [4].

To increase spatial understanding in viewing a 360 image, we
explored an approach of adding depth of field to these 360 images
(Fig. 15). For this, we used a deep learning model, called Pano3D [3],
that predicts a depth map image for a 360 image. We used this depth
for displacing the sphere mesh to have geometry representing the
360 scenes. However, we found inconsistency between different
360 pictures in their depth maps, and it did not work well when a
human was in the picture. These design iterations led us to create
the separate navigation view mode described in Section 3.1.2.

Another approach to making a uniform interface would be to
let the VR user interact with remote collaborators in the 3D model
view, even after a robot arrives. For this, one could render real-time
task and person spaces directly in the 3D model view. For example,
RGB-D cameras, such as Kinect Azure, can be attached to the robot
and present a point cloud to the VR user, although this approach
may not provide a live view at as high fidelity as a 360 video does
[40, 58].

Figure 15: A test applying displacement to a 360 rendering
using a depth map created with Pano3D (Top), a 360 scene
including a complex object and a person that does not work
well with a generated depth map (Bottom).

6.2 Support for Impromptu Social Interactions
One limitation of our navigation approach is the lack of awareness
of the robot’s location while it is in motion. This means that the VR
user is unable to encounter people or have small chats in the same
way as face-to-face communication. Certainly, rendering an avatar
during navigation could help, but of course, the VR user will need
to wait for the proxy to catch up to be able to engage with remote
collaborators. This will be more problematic as the compression
factor increases. One solution might be to design a faster robot by
finding the shortest path or by increasing speed. Another might
be to implement a way for the robot to send signals to the VR
users, indicating when it is in a location where impromptu social
interactions are possible.

6.3 Flexible Robot Control for New
Environment and Obstacles

One of the main drawbacks of our setup is that it takes some time to
configure a new site: AR Tags need to be installed in the ceiling, and
the different rooms and corridors need to be scanned. Additionally,
if there are any changes to the environment, such as the addition
of furniture, the robot is unaware of them.

To address this challenge, a navigation method combined with
algorithms such as YOLO [59] and SLAM [37] could be adapted for
the robot to be aware of surrounding objects and humans while
navigating the space. With the use of a camera or a depth camera
like the Kinect Azure, we can create a map of the environment
that can later be used to control the robot in the mapped environ-
ment. This approach can eliminate the need for ArUCo markers
and provide more flexible navigation around obstacles and humans.

6.4 Versatile Camera Position
The mobile robot currently implemented in VRoxy is equipped
with a camera fixed at a certain height. However, introducing an
adjustable height system for both the camera and the robot itself
could significantly enhance the user experience. This feature would
empower remote users to more closely examine objects or switch in-
teraction modalities–like transitioning from a standing to a seated
position at a table. Furthermore, it would provide the flexibility
needed to accommodate users of varying heights.

6.5 Virtual versus Physical Embodiment
Our formative evaluation explored VRoxy’s efficacy in enabling VR
users to navigate and collaborate through a mobile robot in a larger
remote space while understanding the structure of the space. Mov-
ing forward, bidirectional studies will be needed to comprehend
how robotic movement, as a mediator, influences both interactions
and remote users’ perceptions of the robot as their VR collaborator’s
physical representation. These insights can inform a more dynamic
and responsive robotic design. For instance, enhancing the VRoxy’s
robot with capabilities such as robotic arms could allow remote
users to manipulate real-world objects and convey more intricate
gestural signals in physical space.

In our VRoxy system, we aimed to accommodate an asymmetric
setup so that a VR user can use a small space to explore a wide space.
However, this also means that the VR user and remote collaborator
see a different representation of each other. This asymmetry in the
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rendering may raise some research questions. One central question
arising from this asymmetry is whether physical robots or virtual
avatars are the better representation of the VR user for the collabo-
rator on the other side. For example, a physical robot may provide
a more realistic experience of co-presence for the collaborator with
the robot but may limit the range of movements and interactions.
In contrast, a virtual avatar may provide more flexibility in terms
of movements and interactions but may not provide the same level
of presence as a physical robot. Better understanding the impact of
these different representations on collaboration and communica-
tion via in-depth study can allow one to optimize the VRoxy system
to provide the most effective collaborative experience possible for
asymmetric scenarios.

7 CONCLUSIONS
We introduce the VRoxy system, designed to facilitate dynamic
remote collaboration by allowing a VR user to explore and inter-
act with collaborators through an automatic robotic proxy. VRoxy
employs a novel approach to map the VR user’s body positioning
in a small space to the robot’s movement in a larger environment.
The system blends a quick navigation through a pre-scanned view
with 360-degree live views during direct collaboration. Additionally,
VRoxy captures multiple modalities of non-verbal cues from the VR
user through Quest Pro, including head rotation, facial expressions,
eye gaze, and pointing gestures. These cues are then represented
through a robotic embodiment at the remote location. With VRoxy,
a collaborator can not only navigate and collaborate within a vast
remote environment from a smaller physical space but also instantly
switch between separate workspaces that are physically apart.
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